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The primary scientific objective of this project was to create tools for rigorous treatment of 
uncertainties related to fault slip rate analyses. We met this objective and made available the 
resulting software and pedagogical examples.  A secondary goal was to develop guidelines for 
uniformly reporting data related to slip rates; we also achieved this goal and shared the proposed 
guidelines with the relevant scientific community. 
 
This project also had a strong educational and mentoring component because it involved a 
Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE) intern.  Evan Reynolds was our intern; 
Reynolds is an upper-division student majoring in Geological Sciences at the University of North 
Carolina.  By all accounts, the collaboration with Reynolds was successful; he enjoyed his first 
exposure to scientific research, and he was very productive.  Since the completion of his summer 
internship, Reynolds has continued working independently on this project. 
 
We remind the reader of the scientific motivation for this project (excerpted from the proposal 
summary): 
 

Quantitative slip rate estimates are essential to understanding crustal 
deformation processes and assessing seismic hazard.  The two fundamental 
ingredients for computing slip rates—estimates of the age of the offset landform 
or deposit and displacement of the fault of interest—contain uncertainty, and 
therefore slip rates are inherently uncertain.  Because standards by which to 
compute and report slip rates have been lacking, slip rate data have been 
presented inconsistently and are frequently ambiguous.  In particular, slip rate 
uncertainty is often insufficiently characterized or recorded. 

 
To address the problems outlined above, we developed MATLAB codes, corresponding 
documentation, and pedagogical examples that geologists can use to make probabilistic estimates 
of offset age and displacement.  The majority of these codes were written before Reynolds 
arrived in Atlanta for his summer internship, but he worked on his own to extend them and allow 
greater flexibility in representing fault offset uncertainties.  Reynolds then worked on using the 
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MATLAB Builder JA software to drive a web-enabled graphical user interface to the codes.  
During his internship, Reynolds learned the following: how to write and document scientific 
codes using MATLAB; how to install and configure a web server; how to make interactive web 
pages that call server-side components; how to install, configure, and use the MATLAB Builder 
JA software to create server-side components from existing MATLAB codes; and how to design 
and produce an effective poster presentation for a scientific conference. 
 
During this funding cycle, we published a manuscript in the Journal of Geophysical Research-
Solid Earth (Zechar & Frankel 2009) in which we described our analytical approach and 
provided an illustrative application to fault data from Death Valley-Fish Lake Valley fault zone.  
Figure 1 shows output from this project in the context of data from Frankel et al. (2007).  We 
included our codes and examples in the auxiliary material that accompanied this article. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Red Wall Canyon (a) age, (b) offset, and (c) slip rate distributions using data from Frankel et al. 
(2007).  In (a) and (c), dashed lines correspond to computations using all ages and solid lines correspond to 
computations excluding the smallest and two largest age measurements, following Frankel et al. (2007).  In 
each plot, black lines correspond to probability desnity and gray lines correspond to the cumulative 
probability.  Probability densities in (a) and (c) have been scaled to facilitate comparison, so they are shown 
without ordinate axis value labels. 
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